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Plural Nouns with -s as /s/ 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Task A. Form the plural nouns. Say -s as /s/. 
part   seat   moment  month 

gift   suit   minute  bath 

light   student  cup   lip 

result   week   heart   map 

 

Simple present verbs with -s as /s/ 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Task B. Read the sentences. Say -s as /s/. 
1. I like rice. She likes pasta. 

2. A rabbit can hop. It hops quickly. 

3. He doesn’t like to sit. If he sits, his back hurts.  

4. I sip my tea quietly. She sips her tea loudly.  

5. I type slowly. He types fast. 

6. Some people speak clearly. My neighbor speaks too fast for me. 

Many countable nouns use the plural ending -s. 
Say /s/ after a voiceless consonant. 

book  /k/ is voiceless >>   books /bʊks/  

cat  /t/ is voiceless >> cats /kæts/    

Many third person singular verbs use -s. 
Say /s/ after a voiceless consonant. 

like  /k/ is voiceless >>   likes /laɪks/  

jump   /p/ is voiceless >> jumps /dʒʌmps/    
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Task C. Listen to your teacher or work with a partner. If you hear the 

first word, hold up one finger. If you hear the second word, hold up two 

fingers. Take turns.  

1. report/reports 5. cup/cups  9. month/months  13. speak/speaks 

2. back/backs 6. hip/hips  10. bath/baths  14. talk/talks 

3. brick/bricks  7. sit/sits  11. moth/moths  15. write/writes 

4. mop/mops 8. bat/bats  12. gift/gifts   16. help/helps 

 

Plural Nouns with -s as /z/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Task D. Form the plural noun. Say -s as /z/. 
head   bug  bowl  spoon  mind  problem 

bed  hug  smile  line  record program 

cab  rag  team  animal ring  school 

mob  ball  fan  position thing  rule 

 
Task E. Form the plural noun. Say -s as /z/. 
day  fee  boy  value  car  hour 

ray  tree  toy  zoo  tire  flower 

 

Many countable nouns use the plural ending -s. 
Say /z/ after a voiced consonant or vowel 
sound. 

head  /d/ is voiced >>   heads /hɛdz/   

bug  /g/ is voiced >> bugs /bʌgz/    

day  /eɪ/ is vowel sound >>   days /deɪz/    
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Simple present verbs with -s as /z/ 
 

 

 

 

 
 
Task F. Read the sentences. Say -s as /z/. 
1. I love chocolate ice cream. My dad loves vanilla. 

2. Your back will feel better.  – It already feels better. 

3. I don’t know how to sew, but my mother sews really well.  

4. I know American history. My grandfather knows world history.   

5. Why does she rub her hands like that? – She rubs them when she’s worried.   

6. Some people call me Liz. My sister calls me Lizzie. 

 

Task G. Listen to your teacher or work with a partner. If you hear 

the first word, hold up one finger. If you hear the second word, hold up 

two fingers. Take turns.  

1. rob/robs  5. sing/sings  9. dream/dreams  13. see/sees 

2. kneel/kneels 6. phone/phones 10. fire/fires   14. drive/drives 

3. field/fields 7. sky/skies  11. measure/measures 15. driver/drivers 

4. hum/hums 8. cloud/clouds 12. hear/hears  16. stair/stairs 

  

Many third person singular verbs use -s. 
Say /z/ after a voiced consonant or vowel 
sound. 

love  /v/ is voiced >> loves / lʌvz/  

swim    /m/ is voiced >> swims /swɪmz/    

grow       /oʊ/ is a vowel sound >> grows /groʊz/    
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Plural Nouns with -es as /ɪz/ 
   

 

 

 

 

 
Task H. Form the plural nouns. Say -es as /ɪz/. 
brush  match  bus  experience  difference 

bush  watch  kiss  service  race 

wish  fox  loss  course  surprise 

size  box  beach  horse   chance 

 

Simple present verbs with -es as /ɪz/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some countable nouns use the plural ending -es. 
When the noun ends in -s, -z, -ch, -sh, and -x, 

we add -es /ɪz/ to the noun to make it plural. 

watch  >>   watches /wɑtʃɪz/  

 

brush   >> brushes /brʌʃɪz/    

Some third person singular verbs use -es. 

Add /ɪz/ after  /s, z, ʃ, tʃ/. 

toss ends in /s/ >>   tosses /tɔsɪz/         

  

rush ends in /ʃ/ >> rushes /rʌʃɪz/       
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Task I. Read the sentences. Say -es as /ɪz/. 
1. A shy person blushes. I don’t blush. 

2. He wishes for more free time. I wish for a vacation. 

3. I watch hockey. She watches tennis. 

4. Can anything surprise you? – Nothing surprises me. 

5. Ryan won’t race me. He races against his own time. 

6. How often do you brush your hair? She brushes her hair a dozen times a day. 

 

Task J. Read the statements aloud. Agree or disagree. 

 

Note: If you are working with a partner, read the statements aloud. 

Take turns. Silently mark your answers. Then compare all ten answers. 

Discuss any statements you disagreed on.  

 
1. No one wears wristwatches anymore.  Agree  Disagree 

2. Wristwatches are stylish.    Agree  Disagree 

3. People wear expensive watches to show off. Agree  Disagree 

4. Smartwatches are very useful.   Agree  Disagree 

5. Smartwatches are better than analog watches.  Agree  Disagree 

6. Digital numbers are easier to read.   Agree  Disagree 

7. Some young people can’t read analog clocks.  Agree  Disagree 

8. All clocks should be digital.    Agree  Disagree 

9. Schools should teach kids how to tell time.  Agree  Disagree 

10. A good wristwatch costs over $50.   Agree  Disagree 
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